Relays

2 Junction box
12 Bulb railure warning sensor
13 Step relay for main/dipped (high/low) beams
28 Relay for direction indicators
67 Time-delay relay, heated door mirrors
94 Fasten seat belt light (USA)
99 Fuel pump relay (E engine)
108 Overdrive relay (automatic transmission)
124 Headlight relay
126 Electric window relay
129 Air conditioning relay
133 Dim-dip regulator (UK)

148 Windscreen wiper interval relay
163 Tailgate wiper interval relay
167 Relay, delayed courtesy light
175 Time-delay relay, heated rear window (USA)
188 Central lock motor, unlocking
189 Central lock motor, locking
196 ABS braking system control unit
210 TZ-28 H ignition system control unit
211 EZ-116 K ignition system control unit
214 Control unit, Lambda system
217 Main relay, Lambda system (F engine)

B 200, B 230E

B 230F
B 200F

Relay Identification